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INNOVATION

MORNING GRUB

Shop owners going with
the grain for breakfast
By LIU ZHIHUA
liuzhihua@chinadaily.com.cn

A customer uses a tablet to order food at a restaurant in Wenling, Zhejiang province. It becomes a trend that people order food and pay via WeChat, a popular Chinese
smartphone application. ZHU HAIWEI / FOR CHINA DAILY

SHORT WAIT
Busy Chinese restaurants are using smartphone apps to cut down
on long lines, making customers happy, Chen Nan reports.

I

t’s around lunchtime. Office
workers in the Wangjing
area, one of Beijing’s fastgrowing business districts,
have to wait patiently to fill
their stomachs at crowded restaurants nearby.
But Zhao Ying, a white-collar
clerk, is in no hurry to rush out. She
uses her smartphone to place her
order: dumplings and a bowl of
congee. After paying via WeChat, a
popular Chinese smartphone
application, she heads to Green
Bites, the restaurant she’s just
ordered from.
“It can be very frustrating to wait
in long lines during peak hours.
You’re hungry, anxious and stuck
there,” says Zhao. “It’s great if you
can reserve your seat and order your
food just like online check-in for
flights.”
Green Bites, a Chinese fast-food
restaurant, is an eatery that’s investing in technology to better estimate
waiting times and offer customers
both WeChat self-service and traditional counter services. Its owner
Bao Chun, opened the original restaurant in Beijing’s Sanlitun area in
2011, which now has expanded with
branches at Wangjing and Guomao,
the capital’s Central Business District area.
He started using the smartphone application-based new food
ordering and payment system at
the Wangjing branch restaurant
early last year, and says he’s seen a
jump in customer satisfaction ever
since.
“The competition in the casual
dining sector is fierce, and new technology helps dealing with wait-time
frustrations,” says Bao, who plans to
open three more branches this year
that will use new technology to help
customers. “People will come to a
restaurant more frequently if they
know they can get in and out quicker.”
The app system has also enabled
his restaurant chain to lower labor
costs and make the serving process
more efficient. Bao says his Guomao
branch, which still operates with
traditional counter services, has 30
seats and five people serving. The
Wangjing branch, on the other
hand, with 122 seats, also has only
five waiters.
Bao uses a food-ordering app
called Keruyun at his restaurant. It
was provided to him by Peng Lei, a
dining industry veteran turned IT
solution provider. The 34-year-old

Fun before you dine

It’s great if you can
reserve your seat and
order your food just
like online check-in
for flights.”
Zhao Ying, a white-collar clerk
in Beijing

Customers waiting for tables at a Hai Di Lao restaurant in Beijing enjoy free
hand massage. WANG ZHUANGFEI / CHINA DAILY
Chinese hotpot chain Hai Di
Lao was among the first restaurants in China to offer entertainment and services in waiting
areas. From free Internet and
free snacks to Chinese checkers
and poker cards, the restaurants
have employed a variety of ways
to entertain their guests over the
past decade. Most recently, customers have also been surprised
by additional services such as
hand massages and manicures.
In the dining area, Hai Di Lao is
also known for its “noodle-dance
show”, which is performed by
trained waiters. The dough is
stretched into lengths of around
10 meters by the waiters, who
swirl around with slender noodles in hand that end up going
into the hotpot.
According to the restaurant
group’s spokeswoman, Tao Yiting,
wait-time management is a critical
area for the dining business. She
says that waitlists for tables usually amount to 100 people at a restaurant and the number may
double during weekends.

entrepreneur who founded 24Quan,
a Chinese group-buying service
website, has developed Keruyun
over the past two years.

“When people are waiting outside the restaurant, they start to
evaluate the service of the restaurant before the actual dining
time,” Tao says. “We aim to offer
customers a good dining experience, both in and out of the restaurant.”
The wildly popular Hai Di Lao
was founded by a Sichuan province native, Zhang Yong, in 1994.
The first restaurant was opened in
Zhang’s hometown, Jianyang.
Then in 1999, Zhang opened his
second restaurant in Xi’an, capital
of Shaanxi province. With more
than 80 restaurants around China,
Hai Di Lao also launched branches
in Singapore, South Korea and Los
Angeles, and Tao says more will
open in the United States and
Japan this year.
“We will take our waiting-area
services abroad, but we will make
some adjustments in terms of
customers from different cultures,” says Tao. “But the core will
be the same, that is, offering customers an enjoying dining experience from the moment they
arrive.”
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So far, more than 2,000 restaurants across China use the app for
food-ordering, paying, takeout and
delivery, he says. The number of

users has increased from 30,000 to
400,000 over the last year, according to Peng.
“Chinese people are foodies.
Many restaurant operators know
they’re losing guests to long lines so
they try hard to ease the frustration
of waiting,” says Peng. “It’s pushing
restaurants to take that step to
invest in the customer-service technology.”
He adds: “What we do is to work
as a bridge between the restaurants
and customers by reforming traditional restaurants service with
mobile Internet.”
Xibei Youmian Cun is another
Chinese restaurant chain that uses
Keruyun. The chain specializes in
cuisines from Shanxi province and
the Inner Mongolia autonomous
region.
“Usually, people were confined to
waiting in one area so they were
blocking the door,” says Bai Li, manager of Xibei Youmian Cun’s Beixindian branch restaurant. “We used
the screen tablet on the wall to
announce a customer’s order number, but many times people wouldn’t
see the screen and they missed their
order.
“To alert the customers, we would
have to use a loud speaker, which
made too much noise. It just wasn’t
worth it.”
Today, waiters can text or call
guests automatically through the
app when a customer’s table is
ready. That allows people to shop,
or simply walk around, while
they’re waiting to be seated, adds
Bai.
“After all, everything about the
service industry now is to improve
customer experience.”
Contact the writer at
chennan@chinadaily.com.cn

An old adage suggests people
should eat like a king at breakfast,
the most important meal of the
day for overall health and good
nutrition. Yet many city dwellers
live at a fast pace and often skip
breakfast, or simply grab a snack.
Two young women, Klara Dlouha and Zhang Qian, saw both a
health issue and a business opportunity, and they are eager to provide a better breakfast alternative:
muesli and granola.
Dlouha is from the Czech
Republic, and Zhang is Chinese
from Shaanxi province. They met
in Beijing in 2011, and last October
they opened the small shop Miss
Muesli in a hutong near Yonghe
Lama Temple.
“We both like having muesli and
granola, because they are tasty,
nutritious, and make healthy
breakfast, but it’s difficult to get
high-quality muesli for a reasonable price in Beijing,” Dlouha says.
“There are limited choices of
muesli products in supermarkets,
and they often have lots of chemical additives.”
“The vitamins and nutrients in
muesli will give you the energy to
get to lunch and keep you feeling
full,” the duo say on the company
website, adding that eating muesli
for breakfast daily will lead to a
healthier nervous system, hair,
skin, nails and a more regular
digestive system. It can also lower
cholesterol and aid weight loss,
they say.
They import Russian oats and
search out the best dried fruits
and nuts in local organic markets,
to make their own mixes of muesli and granola. There are four different mixes of dried fruits and
nuts, each selling for 35 yuan
($5.62 ) for a 400-gram pack and
58 yuan for a 750-gram pack. A
monthly special of 400 grams
sells for 30 yuan.
All the pre-mixed muesli and
granola packets contain at least 40
percent dried fruits, nuts and
seeds, to make the crunchily delicacy that is rich in dietary fibers
and vitamins, and goes well with
high-protein milk or yogurt for
breakfast.
If customers want a sweeter
taste, the shop also offers off-theshelf pre-mixed granola, ( 45 yuan
for 400 grams; 70 yuan for 750
grams).
The shop also allows customers
to make mixes to their own taste,
choosing either muesli or granola
as a base, and then adding from
the 18 kinds of dried fruits and 10
kinds of nuts and seeds available,
such as blueberries, figs, goji berries, pecan nuts, pumpkin seeds
and red raisins.
The shop’s first customers have
been expats in Beijing, who are
more familiar with muesli and
granola for breakfast and may
have struggled to find good prod-

What are they?

Muesli (top) and granola
(above) are similar and often
confused on store shelves, with
common ingredients of grains,
dried fruits, nuts and seeds.
These high-fiber breakfast choices were created around the
same time by physicians for
better nutrition and health.
Muesli is a mix based on raw
and unprocessed oats and
grains; granola is made up of
oats that are baked or toasted,
usually with honey and oil, so
it’s crispy and sweet. Muesli
can be served cold with any
milk or yogurt or it can be
cooked hot as a porridge.

If you go
Miss Muesli
3 pm-8 pm, Tuesday to
Friday; 11 am-6 pm, weekends. 42 Xiguan Hutong,
Dongcheng district, Beijing.
missmueslibeijing.com.

Online
See more
by scanning
the code.

ucts. But to the owners’ surprise,
more Chinese are finding their
way to the shop.
Most of the Chinese customers
have studied abroad and like a
muesli breakfast, just like herself,
according to co-owner Zhang
Qian, who once spent several
years in Europe studying agricultural management.
When I visited the shop recently,
a young French man who identified himself as Niko came to pick
up his order. He said he has been
living in Beijing for four years, and
the muesli he buys in the shop is
the best he’s found in the Chinese
capital.
For those who are new to the
idea of muesli, Dlouha makes this
promise: “You’ll never have a dull
breakfast again.”
Mike Peters contributed
to this story.

Klara Dlouha (left) and Zhang Qian run the small shop Miss Muesli in a
hutong near Yonghe Lama Temple in Beijing. PROVIDED TO CHINA DAILY

